1. WITH SAME CAVEATS AS BEFORE YOU MAY ADVISE FOLLOWING.

2. LIFE BELIEVES HAVE ENTIRE MATERIAL AMOUNTING 600 PAGES TO KICHISCHING. LIFE CONTRACT Allows READING AS THEY SEE FIT EXCEPT TO ISRAEL. LIFE HAS NOT ADVISED ISRAEL. APPARENTLY DOES NOT INTEND TO.

3. ENTIRE MATERIAL HAS BEEN READ. ONE OBSOLETE MENTION OF GLOBESS WHICH LIFE OMITTED.

4. UNLESS YOU CAN COME UP WITH CONVINCING WRITTEN EVIDENCE SUGGEST YOU DISCUSS WITH whether any possibility Patricia may be part of EASERS SMOKE SMOKE PLOT OR ATTEMPTING HINDS WITH BOOK MATERIAL HE KNOWS FEDERAL WOULD PAY TO SUPPRESS.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: REQUESTED IOS SUGGESTIONS RE FURTHER HANDLING WITH EICHMANN MEMOIRS BEING PUBLISHED.

EXEMPTIONS Section 3(b)
(2)(A) Privacy
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(2)(G) Foreign Relations